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Euro Food: Sustainable Growth
Driven by Entrepreneurial Leadership
NANYANG TECHNOPRENEURSHIP CENTER

INTRODUCTION
Leaning back against his chair with a cup of hot tea in his
hands, Mr. Somchai looks outside the window across the
horizon. Beyond it, stands his prized possession – a
factory on 1 million square meters of land equipped with
highly advanced manufacturing machines. These
machineries only have one purpose, churning out
millions of confectionary products every day. As the president and founder of European Food Public Company
Limited, he was interviewed by Prof Lam Kwok Yan,
Director of Nanyang Technopreneurship Centre of
Nanyang Technological University Singapore, on how he
led his company to become a fully-ﬂedged leading
confectionery manufacturer.
Reminiscing his journey from almost 4 decades ago, one
could not help but feel a sense of ease as his gentle,
warm, and yet conﬁdent voice echoes throughout the
room. His frequent smiles and relaxed disposition added
greatly to the disarming atmosphere, and it felt like a
conversation with an old friend as Mr. Somchai recounted
his entrepreneurship journey.

“I started the business by observing people's
problem and trying to solve those problem by
looking into the latest technology and business processing know-how ."
- Mr Somchai Wachakorn

Mr. Somchai Wachakorn
President and founder
Euro-pean Food Public Company Limited, Thailand
This case study was written by Prof Lam Kwok Yan, Chin Tahn Joo, and Fu Xiaofang at Nanyang Technopreneurship Center, Nanyang Technological University. Based on the interview with Mr Somchai
Wachakorn, President of European Food Public Company Ltd in Thailand, the publication was prepared
to provide material for class discussion rather than to illustrate either effective or ineffective handling
of a management situation.
Copyright@2021 Nanyang Technopreneurship Center, Nanyang Technological University. Personal use
of this material is permitted. No part of this publication may be copied, stored transmitted reproduced
or distributed in any form or medium whatsoever without the permission of the copyright owner. Please
address all correspondence to ntc@ntu.edu.sg
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European Food: Leading Thai Confectionary Company
Established in 1984, European Food Company Limited
launched with ﬁve million baht (about S$ 200,000).
Within its ﬁrst year, the company became proﬁtable.
Since then, the company started from just 1 product in
the local market to more than 30 products globally
today. With its sophisticated machinery, technical
know-how, and expertise of his teams, European Food
has led the market for decades and its products have
won consumers’ recognitions. So far, the company has
around 2000 employee with operations in 12 countries
worldwide, delivering a wide range of products across
multiple categories including bakery, cake, chocolate,
and wafer. With a distribution network of more than
50,000 retail outlets and over 10,000 convenient stores
throughout Thailand, some of Euro Food's popular
products include Euro Cake, Euro Choco Pie, and
Gussen Wafer. It became a public company on December 22, 1995, and was renamed European Food Public
Company Limited. The company has since remained a
very proﬁtable private company today. In 2014, European Food became Manchester United’s ‘Oﬃcial Confectionery Partner’.

 HISTORY
Inspiration from a Childhood Dream
Mr. Somchai was born in Thailand to a family involved
in the wafer-making business for over ﬁﬅy years. His
relatives in Singapore sold Chan Pui Mui (陈皮梅), a
traditional fruit candy. This developed his business
acumen and passion in the confectionary business
from a young age.
This desire was further intensiﬁed when he visited his
relatives who had settled overseas, who would give
away high-quality chocolates and sweets not available
in Thailand. The inner childlike happiness felt when
consuming those chocolates and sweets inspired him
to make confectionary products that could replicate
that same feeling.
Upon the age of 12 years old, Mr. Somchai helped with
the production of wafer biscuits in the family factory.
This led to his observation that manual production of
wafers was very labour-intensive. In 1984, while still a
fourth-year college student, he borrowed ﬁve million
baht (about S$ 200,000) from family members and
started Euro Food.

HISTORY

Mr. Somchai was interviewed by Prof Lam Kwok Yan, Director of Nanyang Technopreneurship Centre of Nanyang Technological University Singapore
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The Start of European Food - Bootstrapping
In the 1980s, business ﬁnancing was very limited. This
led to Mr. Somchai being very risk averse. He exercised
a lot of ﬁnancial prudence. He rolled out the business of
European Food Company in two stages.

balanced well with products churned out that were new
to the market, aﬀordable, and convenient. It was
nothing the Thai food market had seen.

THE RISE OF A CONFECTIONARY
EMPIRE

Stage One - Low-Risk, Low-Capital
To manage the market risk, Mr. Somchai’s ﬁrst stage
was to simply choose a product that was not capital
intensive and relatively easy to produce. Back in the
1980s, Thailand's confectionery market was oversaturated with mostly traditional Thai snacks and candies.
There was a market gap for exotic, imported sweets
that were vastly diﬀerent. With that, portion jelly or
European Food's Pipo Jelly became the ﬁrst two products that Euro Food made when it started. Euro Food
picked up speed and within a year became proﬁtable.
They explored other low-cost sweets such as Candy
Toy and sales soared.

Stage Two – Reinvest Profit and
Expand the Business
This led to Mr. Somchai’s second stage: reinvesting
proﬁts from sales of low capital products to higher
capital-intensive goods that required sophisticated
machinery and professional product teams to expand
the business. His belief stemmed from logical reasoning: "At the beginning, I had no money and machinery
was quite expensive. If I have invested a lot of in
machinery and failed, I would be dead. So, I could not
take risks in the beginning." This conservative approach

Revealing the ASEAN Entrepreneurship Ecosystem Case Study

Source:http://web.eurofood.co.th/en/home-2/

Market Oriented Product
As a marketing major graduate, Mr. Somchai used a
“marketing point of view” to choose which products to
push to the market. He knew very well how to market
his products by exploring the latest marketing channels. When asked, he shared that European Food was
the ﬁrst Thai company that used color television as a
marketing channel. He understood the importance of
putting as much focus on marketing as the product
itself and was able to penetrate the market swiﬅly.
About throwing himself into the market, Mr. Somchai
highlighted the need to observe competitors as well as
to choose a product area or line where there were no
competitors, or where he had a competitive advantage.
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New Product Innovation: Euro Cake

Source: http://web.eurofood.co.th/en

Going into the 1990s, Mr. Somchai’s business grew
well. However, his passion to create a product that
could bring people happiness never stopped. From
initially manufacturing wafers and jellies, he expanded
its product portfolio to include cakes, candies, biscuits,
and drinks to cater to consumers seeking convenient
yet nutritious snacks and drinks. The adaptability and
innovativeness of Mr. Somchai to respond to changing
market demands and adjusting strategies that best
seize opportunities have made European Food a global
player in the confectionery industry. His approach to
identifying opportunities was straightforward: to target
everyday life problems and create a solution. Euro
Cake, one of its bestsellers, is a good example.
In the 1990s, Bangkok faced severe traﬃc problems.
Mr. Somchai recalled from memory that it could easily
take one and a half hour for children to travel from
home to school daily. This meant that children did not
have suﬃcient time to eat breakfast and could only
aﬀord the time to pack small items such as bread,
cookies, or biscuits to consume on their way to school.
However, these items were either inconvenient for
consumption in the car, or did not contain enough nutrition for the growing children. At the same time, it was
impossible to keep nutritious food in the car for more
than a few hours.
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To tackle this issue, Mr. Somchai conducted thorough
market research and felt that long shelf-life cakes
could be a solution. Within Thailand, there was also no
such product in the market. As such, he decided to
develop one.
The advantages of the new product were obvious. Firstly, it was convenient. Long shelf-life cakes could be
stored anywhere for long periods. This meant that the
cakes could be conveniently stored in cars for weeks or
even months, ready for consumption any time. Secondly, long shelf-life cakes were also more nutritious than
biscuits or noodles.
While still brainstorming the product, Mr. Somchai happened to visit Japan. Over there, he tasted fresh cakes
that were nutritious and tasty. However, the shelf-life of
these cakes were too short. This experience nonetheless added to Mr. Somchai's motivation to create dura
ble yet tasty cakes.
Aﬅer three years, in 1992, the product was completed
and Euro Cake was ready for production. In proper
packaging, the initial product could last for almost six
months. Despite the relatively long shelf-life, Mr. Somchai was still determined to increase its durability. Aﬅer
many years of further research and development in
Euro Cake, his resilience was paid oﬀ as Euro Cake
could now last two years when packaged properly.
Apart from greater convenience and improved nutrition, the price for the product was also extremely
aﬀordable. Euro Cake turned out to be a massive
success, and cakes ﬂew oﬀ the shelves very quickly. In
fact, to this day, Euro Cake still accounts for more than
50% of Euro Food's sales, and the daily production of
Euro Cake uses more than 500,000 eggs.
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Technology adoption in product R&D,
manufacture, and business management
Few Thai companies have gained as rapid recognition
and expansion as European Food Company. Since the
start of Euro Food, Mr. Somchai has never stopped
exploring the latest technology, importing foreign
concepts, and implementing it into local markets to
build his ideas. Whether machinery or hygiene process
know-how, he maintained a disciplined and well-managed approach.
As early as 1985, The company was the ﬁrst few who
invested in IBM System 36, a then advanced computer
system, since the start of operation. This system was
used to collect and analyze all sales data including
sales turnover, sales breakdown, and sales driver, and
guided Mr. Somchai in market planning. The company
then adopted an oﬀensive marketing plan and developed products continuously and attentively at every
stage, leading European Food to achieve its goals. The
system allowed the Company to control its stock at a
minimum level and to deliver orders to its clients quickly. Through this, Euro Food could deliver more than

60% of the orders within 24 hours.
Mr. Somchai ﬁrmly believed in learning the manufacturing process of his products instead of simply relying
on others to do it for him. His research team likewise
played a key role in driving the business. As his product
portfolio expanded, he realized the need for research
teams that specialized in speciﬁc components of each
product. He enthusiastically brought up Euro Cake as
an example again. In the process of creating his long
shelf-life cake (Euro Cake), he studied every component of the product, the insanely vast types of ﬂours
available, and the best part of the grain to use. In the
production stage of the long shelf-life Euro Cake, he
started by ﬁnding researchers in producing and
preserving. He had 3 to 4 specialists in each team to
master baking the cake itself, the right jam to use, and
ensuring it could still be consumed two years from the
time of production. This attention to detail took the
company three years to ﬁnalize the recipe and launch
Euro Cake, making it a big hit in the market.
Euro Food also has its unique distribution system. Back
in 2000, it was the ﬁrst few Thai confectionary companies to develop a distribution channel beyond modern
trade and wholesale. It developed its own distribution
channel to cover more local shops to be able to reach

Source: http://web.eurofood.co.th/en/about-en/
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EMBRACING THE UNCERTAINTY
Euro Food has been growing steadily since Euro Cake
was launched to the Market. On December 22, 1995,
European Food Company became a public company as
they prepared to list the company on the stock market
somewhere between 1997 and 1998. In the meantime,
the European Food Company was ﬂourishing, many
banks had approached him with USD loans without
collateral, dangling the idea of proﬁting 200 – 500
million baht from simply borrowing USD at 4% interest
and depositing in Thai Baht with 7% interest back.
However, life was not always a bed of roses. The Tom
Yam Kung Crisis in 1997 had negatively impacted European Food Company in terms of ﬁnancials, sales, and
growth plans. US loans taken up turned into bad debt
as the Thai Baht to USD exchange rate plummeted from
25 to 54, causing great ﬁnancial losses. By the second
half of 1997, company sales took a hit and declined by
about three-quarters. Beyond internal problems, the
crisis had halted European Food Company’s growth
plans as well. Before the crisis, Somchai had plans to
take the company public through IPO.

Study: Euro Food
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Despite the array of challenges and hardships, Mr.
Somchai was determined to overcome them. He swiﬅly
identiﬁed the main problem, bad debts, and proposed 2
options to the lenders: (1) Somchai would sell the company to the banks since there was no way he could pay
oﬀ his debt and they could take over operations, or (2)
the banks to allow Somchai to continue his business
but at lower interest rates to give him the chance to pay
oﬀ his debts when business picked up. The long and
arduous process took 3 years of negotiations and
discussions to conclude. It was only in 2001 and 2002
that Somchai and European Food Public Company Limited began recovering from the crisis, and debts were
paid oﬀ. They learned that it takes both many skills to
operate a business and to survive hard times.

GOING GLOBAL
In 2000, European Food started exporting to Cambodia,
Laos, Myanmar and Vietnam (CLMV). Being
risk-averse, Mr. Somchai's global expansion plans
started with border trade to test the market's receptibility of his products. Through border trade, products
were exported to through local wholesalers. While it
was successful, the local Thai market still contributed
more than 80% of Euro Food’s sales.
Nonetheless, Mr. Somchai’s approach was proven to be
successful. Currently, exports contribute approximately 20% of sales. 15% from CLMV and 5% from Japan,
America, and Europe. Reselling in Europe and UK is
mainly through foreign oriental shops that import
goods from Asian countries such as China, Thailand,
Malaysia and Indonesia.
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SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY FOR AN ENTREPRENEUR
Aﬅer successfully weathering the crisis, Mr. Somchai decided to abandon the listing plan.
Although the Stock Exchange of Thailand has contacted him many times to discuss listing his
business, Mr. Somchai has maintained his stance. Instead of getting external ﬁnancing from
listing, European Food – as a proﬁtable and well-run company – wants to focus on innovative
formula balancing technology, while conforming to, and developing more in line with the concept
of "healthy bakery".
European Food’s and Mr. Somchai’s contributions to the society do not stop at providing this
business need. For example, during the 2004 Tsunami catastrophe in Southern Thailand, European Food loaded trucks of confectionary goods for disaster relief.

PROSPECTS FOR THE FUTURE
European Food has been growing steadily in recent years. Mr. Somchai had successfully built a
popular confectionary brand in Thailand and its surrounding countries. In 2020, the annual revenue exceeded USD 200M. However, he would not like to see this growth happen to quickly, haphazardly, or at any price. His vision for future growth of European Food remains cautious and
organic. “I’m looking out for acquisition opportunities in CLMV countries.” Mr. Somchai said.
Since he founded European Food in 1984, Mr. Somchai has been leading the Company for 37
years. He is starting to plan to pass the baton to the next generation and keep the company in
good shape in the future.

Source: http://web.eurofood.co.th/en/home-2/
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